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Abstract

 Recent flight experiment observations have recorded extensive regions of natural laminar flow (NLF) boundary layers in the favorable pressure gradient regions on several smooth, production-quality airframes. These observations have resulted in a new appreciation of the operational practicality for obtaining NLF on certain modern practical airplane surfaces. The flight experiments were conducted on eight different airplanes, including both propeller- and turbojet-powered configurations and airframes constructed of aluminum or composites. The experiments were conducted on surfaces which received (with two noted exceptions) no special preparation of contours or surface waviness for NLF considerations. Experimentally observed laminar flow transition Reynolds numbers ranged between 1 and 5 million on the propeller-driven airplanes and exceeded 11 million on the business jet tested.

The summarized results of these experiments include comparisons between measured and empirically predicted allowable surface waviness, comparison of flight-measured wing profile drag with tunnel data, comparisons of fixed and free transition airfoil and airplane aerodynamics, and comparisons between observed sweep effects on laminar flow and 7 empirical spanwise contamination criterion. Also discussed are the observations of laminar flow in the propeller slipstreams of two airplanes, and an example of insect debris contamination on an NLF wing. Several implications of these observations are also discussed, including the necessity for both fixed and free transition flight testing on airplanes with surfaces smooth enough for laminar flow.

Nomenclature

- $M$ free-stream Mach number
- $n$ propeller rotation, revolutions per minute
- $p$ static pressure, lb/ft$^2$
- $q$ dynamic pressure, lb/ft$^2$
- $r$ leading-edge radius, in.
- $Re$ Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions and local airfoil chord
- $Re_T$ Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions and longitudinal length to transition
- $Rx$ unit Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions
- $Re_\theta$ attachment line boundary-layer momentum thickness Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions and leading-edge radius normal to the leading edge
- $s$ distance along the surface from the leading edge
- $S$ reference wing area, ft$^2$
- $u$ local velocity in boundary layer, ft/sec
- $u_e$ velocity at boundary-layer edge, ft/sec
- $V$ true airspeed, knots
- $V_c$ calibrated airspeed, knots
- $W$ airplane gross weight, lb
- $x$ longitudinal dimension, ft
- $y$ lateral dimension, ft
- $z$ vertical dimension, ft
- $\delta$ boundary-layer thickness, in.
- $\lambda$ wave length, in.
- $A$ leading-edge sweep angle, deg
- $\eta$ nondimensional semispan location, $y/(b/2)$

Subscripts:
- $\bar{c}$ mean aerodynamic chord
- $l$ local point on airfoil
- l.e. leading edge

*Nonmember, AIAA, Aero-Space Technologist
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Previous flight experiments involving NLF were limited to either airfoil gloves or specially prepared (filled and sanded) wing sections. Examples of such experiments are contained in references 1-23. On those carefully prepared surfaces, flight-measured transition locations, and hence airfoil performance, typically matched low turbulence wind-tunnel model test results very well. The previous flight experiments in which transition and/or drag were determined on unprepared (production) surfaces resulted in little or no laminar flow (for example, refs. 8 to 10, 14 to 19, and 20.)

It is significant to note that in the meantime NLF had become a practical reality for one category of aircraft - sailplanes. The achievement of laminar flow on sailplanes has been facilitated by the lower Reynolds numbers ($R_n < 4 \times 10^6$ typically see fig. 1) that they operate at relative to most power airplanes and by the use of composite construction methods to produce smooth complex shapes. Based on the successful NLF experience on sailplanes, the question arises as to the maximum Reynolds number range where the smoothness of modern, practical airframe construction techniques will fail to meet requirements for NLF in favorable pressure gradients.

This paper presents the results of several NLF flight experiments conducted by NASA during the past year seeking to answer this question. The significant factor distinguishing these recent flight experiments from those of the 1930's and 1940's is the difference in pre-flight preparation of the surfaces tested. The recent experiments were conducted on "production-quality" surfaces, that is, on surfaces which received (with two noted exceptions) no modification by filing and sanding to meet the airfoil contour or waviness requirements for NLF. This paper presents the major results of these flight experiments and the implications of these results for airplane design, flight test procedures, and further studies.

### Flight Experiments

In the past year, NLF flight experiments were conducted on seven different airplanes of the (seven) types listed in the table and shown in figure 2. The general objective of these flight experiments was to investigate the extent of NLF and the factors affecting transition to turbulence on a wide variety of modern, production-quality smooth airframe surfaces tested under various operating conditions. The airplanes chosen for the experiments had relatively stiff skins, free from significant roughness and waviness, and possessed relatively long runs of adverse pressure gradients, favorable to laminar boundary-layer stability. The methods of airframe construction for the test airplanes are given in the table.

Most of the surfaces evaluated for laminar flow received no special surface contour preparation prior to testing. However, in two of the tests (Cessna 210 and Learjet 28/29), the leading-edge butt joints or rivet rows were faired over to eliminate gross disturbances to the boundary layer. For the remaining six airplanes, the standard production-quality surfaces were tested. In the case of Skyrocket II, the airplane had been unprotected from the natural environment at the Charleston, West Virginia airport where it

---

**Figure 1.** Representative cruise Mach and Reynolds numbers for several airplane classes.
Figure 2. Airplanes selected for NLF flight experiments.

Table.—Airplanes Used in Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) Flight Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airplane</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>C, ft</th>
<th>A, deg</th>
<th>Airfoil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bellanca Skyrocket II</td>
<td>Fiberglass/aluminum honeycomb</td>
<td>Wing</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NACA 632-215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gates Learjet</td>
<td>Milled aluminum skins, integrally stiffened*</td>
<td>Wing</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>NACA 6-series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 28/29</td>
<td></td>
<td>Winglet</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>LS(1)-0413 mod.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cessna P-210</td>
<td>Dimpled, flush-riveted aluminum**</td>
<td>Wing</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NACA 64 series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beechcraft Model 24R</td>
<td>Bonded aluminum skins/honeycomb ribs</td>
<td>Wing</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>632A-415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutan Long-EZ†</td>
<td>Fiberglass/foam core</td>
<td>Propeller</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Clark Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Winglet</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Eppler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Canard</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Eppler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutan VariEze</td>
<td>Fiberglass/foam core</td>
<td>Wing</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>LS(1)-0417 mod.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Winglet</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>LS(1)-0417 mod.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Canard</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>GU25-5(11)8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutan Biplane Racer</td>
<td>Fiberglass or graphite/foam core</td>
<td>Fore wing</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Eppler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aft wing</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Eppler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Leading edge to skin butt joint filled and faired smooth
**Portion of test section filled and faired smooth
†Two different Long-EZ airplanes were tested to confirm consistency of transition results
was parked outside for over 5 years. Prior to testing, the airplane was painted, but no smoothing of airfoil contours was performed. The significant point in common for all of the airplanes tested was that they possessed low levels of surface waviness and roughness which are currently achievable in production and which appear maintainable over extended periods of airframe life.

Specific objectives of the experiments included measurements or observations of the following:

1. Boundary-layer laminar to turbulent transition locations on a variety of aerodynamic surfaces including swept and unswept wings, fuselage nose, wheel fairing, horizontal and vertical stabilizers, and propeller spinner and blade airfoil surfaces.

2. Effect of the nearly total loss of laminar flow (fixed transition at 5 percent chord) on airplane performance, stability, and control.

3. Effect of propeller slipstream on wing boundary-layer transition and on boundary-layer profiles.

4. Wing section profile drag.

5. Effect of flight through clouds on boundary-layer transition.

6. Insect debris contamination effects.

The test conditions for the experiments are shown in figure 3. Because of the variety of geometric shapes existing on each of the aircraft (tapered wings, for example) and the range of operating flight speeds and altitudes, ranges of Reynolds numbers, based on local chords, are given for individual airplane components.

Figure 3.- Free-stream conditions for NLF flight experiments.

**Experimental Methods**

For all of the airplanes tested, boundary-layer transition location measurements were made using the sublimating chemical technique\(^{26-28}\). The technique involves coating the surface with a thin film of volatile chemical solid which, during exposure to free-stream airflow, rapidly submates in the turbulent boundary layer due to heat transfer. The chemical coating remains relatively unaffected in the laminar region because of lower heat transfer rates, thus indicating transition. The use of a chemical such as acenaphthene at ambient temperatures between 30°F and 90°F offers the capability to fly to low altitude test points (<20,000 ft), stabilize the sublimating chemical pattern at the desired test conditions, and return to the ground with the chemical pattern unaffected by the off-condition portions of the flight. The resulting range of flight times at the test conditions vary between about 60 minutes and 5 minutes, respectively for the temperatures given.

Flight measurements on the Skyrocket II airplane included wake profiles using a wake rake for section profile drag determination, boundary-layer profiles measured using boundary-layer rakes, and section-lift coefficients determined using pressure belt measurements. Speed-power data were recorded to determine relative airplane drag polar changes from free to fixed transition. For tests on the airplanes which included fixed transition, thin grit strips (1/8 in. wide) with grit sized by reference 29 were located at x/c = 5 percent on upper and lower component surfaces.

**Laminar Flow Observations**

**Transition Locations**

The location of boundary-layer transition on the lifting surfaces evaluated was observed generally to occur downstream of the analytically estimated minimum pressure locations for each airfoil at its particular flight conditions. Thus, transition is caused by amplification of 2-D Tollmein-Schlichting instabilities in the adverse pressure gradient regions or by laminar separation. The transition Reynolds numbers for the largest chords on each of the various components tested on each airplane are shown in figure 4.

Figure 4.- NLF transition Reynolds numbers from flight experiments.

Transition Reynolds numbers varied from 1 to 5 million for the propeller-driven airplanes, and exceeded 11 million for the business jet tested. Examples of boundary-layer transition visualization by sublimating chemicals are shown in figures 5 to 8.
Figure 5(a) illustrates the upper surface laminar flow transition on the Bellanca Skyrocket wing located at \((x/c)_{T} = 46\) percent at the inboard wake probe station \((\eta = 0.525)\) for \(R_{\infty} = 9.7 \times 10^{6}\) and \(C_{L} = 0.22\).

(a) Upper surface transition. Figure 5. Bellanca Skyrocket II flight data.

The turbulent wedges seen in figure 5(a) were caused by large chemical particles which adhered to the surface during application of the coating. At the same span location and test condition, the wing lower surface transition, as illustrated in figure 5(b), is located at \((x/c)_{T} = 46\) percent.

(b) Lower surface transition. Figure 5. Continued.

Turbulent wedges caused by insects are marked with an asterisk in figure 5(c). The unmarked wedges were caused by artificial trips (grit). Note the absence of any chemical particle-induced wedges in this pattern; this resulted from mechanically loosening the particles by wiping the chemical coating with cheesecloth prior to flight. An example of a measured pressure distribution and transition locations is shown in figure 5(c). Also shown in figure 5(c) are the predicted pressure distributions and transition locations for the theoretical and actual airfoil contours on the Skyrocket wing. Fair agreement is seen between the measured and predicted characteristics for the airfoil. The theoretical airfoil calculations used NACA 632-215 coordinates. The actual airfoil calculations used the coordinates measured on the wing at the inboard wake probe station \((\eta = 0.525)\). The measured nondimensionalized transition positions are summarized in figure 5(d).

(c) Pressure distributions. Figure 5. Continued.

Transition on the upper surface of the Learjet wing (fig. 6) was located near \((x/c)_{T} = 40\) percent across the span for \(M = 0.7, R_{\infty} = 21.7 \times 10^{6}\) and \(C_{L} = 0.2\). Free transition on the inboard side of the winglet was observed to occur as far back as \((x/c)_{T} = 55\) percent. The unit Reynolds number during this test was \(R_{e} = 3.08 \times 10^{6}\) ft\(^{-1}\). This large value of \(R_{e}\) resulted from the low density altitude (16,500 ft) selected to facilitate the use of sublimating chemicals in the winter. A normal cruise unit Reynolds number for this airplane would be \(R_{e} = 0.87 \times 10^{6}\) ft\(^{-1}\) for \(M = 0.76\) at 51,000 ft cruise. Thus, the transition data from the Learjet tests were gathered at a higher Reynolds number than is required during normal operations.

Boundary-layer transition locations on the wing and strake, winglet, and canard of the Rutan Long-Ez are shown in figure 7 for
Figure 6. Gates Learjet Model 28/29 transition visualization; $M = 0.7$, $Re = 3.08 \times 10^6$ ft$^{-1}$, $C_L = 0.12$.

$Re = 1.42 \times 10^6$ ft$^{-1}$ and $C_L = 0.16$. Wing upper surface transition is shown in Figure 7(a) located at $(x/c)_L = 32$ percent along the wing span. For the wing airfoil at the test conditions, reverse pressure gradients were estimated theoretically to exist to about $(x/c)_L = 30$ percent. On the strake, transition occurs (fig. 7(a)) near $(x/c)_L = 10-15$ percent.

(a) Wing and strake

Figure 7. Boundary-layer transition visualization on the Rutan LongEZ; $Re = 1.42 \times 10^6$ ft$^{-1}$, $C_L = 0.16$.

Transition on the winglets of this airplane (fig. 7(b)) was observed at $(x/c)_L = 32$ percent on the inboard suction side, and on the canard upper surface (fig. 7(c)) at $(x/c)_L = 55$ percent.

Figure 8 illustrates laminar flow on the propeller of the Beech Model 24R airplane. Boundary-layer transition was seen at $(x/c)_L = 30$ percent on the forward (suction) side and at $(x/c)_L = 80$ percent on the aft (pressure) side of the blade. The test was conducted at $V = 133$ knots, $2700$ rpm, and $J = 0.84$. These conditions produce a local unit Reynolds number on the blade at the 50 percent blade radius location of $Re = 2.89 \times 10^6$ ft$^{-1}$ and a local Mach number of 0.46.

Transition location observations on the remaining airplanes listed in Table 1, but not discussed here, were of the same nature as above.

(b) Winglet

Figure 7. Continued.

(c) Canard

Figure 7.- Concluded.

Figure 8. Boundary-layer transition visualization on a Hartzell propeller (Beech Model 24R airplane), $V = 140$ knots, $n = 2700$ rpm.

That is, laminar flow extended typically to positions slightly beyond the predicted minimum pressure point.
Surface Conditions and Contours

No premature transition was observed for any of the tests which could be attributed specifically to surface waviness. Surface waviness measurements* were made for all but two of the airplanes tested. An example of waviness is given in figure 9 for the Skyrocket II.

Figure 9. Indicated surface waviness for the Bellanca Skyrocket II at the inboard wake probe station.

The difference between the solid and the dashed lines serves to indicate wave height. The largest indicated wave height appears near the leading edge of the lower surface where \( h = 0.015 \) in. near \( s = 4 \) in., \( (x/c) = 6.5 \) percent. This particular wave occurred at the bonded leading edge attachment joint. More typical wave heights were about \( h = 0.002 \) in.

Conservative agreement exists between allowable and actual wave heights for all of the surfaces tested, where allowable wave heights were estimated using the criterion from reference 31:

\[
\frac{h}{\lambda} = \left( \frac{59,000 \, c \, \cos \alpha}{\lambda \, \frac{1.5}{c}} \right)^{1/2}
\]

(1)

For multiple waves, \( h/\lambda \) is one-third the value for a single wave.

The differences between actual and allowable waviness for selected measurement locations on the airplanes tested for NLF are shown in figure 10. The allowable waviness \( (h/\lambda) \) is determined from equation (1) for the chord length at the largest wave found and for flight Reynolds number. As shown in the figure, for the surfaces tested, no waves existed which exceeded the empirical criterion. Also, since the testing was conducted at low altitudes and high speeds, the allowable waviness at more typical cruise conditions for each airplane will be somewhat larger.

Figure 10. Comparisons of allowable and actual waviness for NLF flight experiment data.

On the Skyrocket, measurements were made of airfoil contours existing on the wing tested. Figure 11 illustrates the comparison at one wing station between theoretical NACA 632-215 and actual section shapes. Deviations between the actual and theoretical contours as large as 0.117 in. were measured on the upper surface. Calculations (using ref. 30) of airfoil pressure distribution and transition characteristics predict small effects for the contour deviations measured as shown in figure 5(c) by comparing the data for the theoretical and actual airfoils. The waviness and contour measurements and analyses discussed here are evidence of the ability, with modern airframe manufacturing methods, to produce surface conditions which can conservatively meet NLF roughness and waviness requirements.

Profile Drag and Fixed Transition Effects

While the determination of transition locations is significant to the understanding of airplane performance, it is the measurement of lifting-surface profile drag, correlated with transition locations, which provides a complete understanding of airframe performance. It is also important to understand the effects on airplane aerodynamics which can occur due to the total loss of laminar flow (fixed leading-edge transition).

Flight-measured wing profile drag for the Bellanca Skyrocket II at the inboard wake probe station (see fig. 5(d)) is presented in figure 12 for free and fixed transition. This figure also presents the wind-tunnel-measured characteristics for the NACA 632-215 airfoil with free transition. As shown, excellent agreement exists
between the tunnel and flight experiment drag polars. With fixed transition for cruise lift coefficients \( C_l < 0.3 \), the wing section profile drag increases by 80 percent. With transition fixed on both the wing and empennage surfaces at 5 percent, total airplane drag at cruise (based on the power required at a given speed) increased 23 percent. The benefit of laminar flow on the cruise range performance of this airplane was calculated using a parabolic drag polar assumption for the airplane, airplane zero lift-drag coefficient with laminar flow of 0.0163 (from ref. 33), Oswald's airplane induced drag efficiency factor of 0.80, a constant value of brake specific fuel consumption of 0.56, and propulsive efficiency of 0.85. At the same speed, the drag reduction with laminar flow on the Skycroket increases cruise range by 25 percent (with constant Breguet factor).

For one of the Rutan Long-EZ airplanes tested, the effects of fixed transition on airplane performance and longitudinal trim characteristics are presented in figure 13.

Figure 13. Comparison of fixed versus free transition performance and longitudinal control characteristics for a Rutan Long-EZ in flight.

This configuration experienced an 11 knot increase in minimum trim speed, corresponding to a 27 percent decrease in trimmed maximum lift coefficient.

Maximum speed for the airplane was reduced with fixed transition by 11 knots, corresponding to a 24 percent increase in cruise drag. Figure 13 illustrates a large increase in trim elevator deflections with fixed transition on the airplane. In addition to the preceding performance degradation, qualitative observations were made of a reduction in short period damping at cruise speeds. Wind-tunnel experiments confirmed that on the 20 percent thick NLF canard airfoil, fixing transition near the leading edge caused extensive separation of the thickened turbulent boundary layer near the trailing edge over the elevator. Similar large changes in performance and longitudinal stability and control were observed for one of the other airplanes tested, the Rutan Vari-Eze. The effects of fixed transition on this airplane included a reduction in trimmed airplane lift-curve slope of about 7 percent, a reduction in the lift-curve slope of the canard of about 30 percent.

Such large effects of the loss of laminar flow on the airplane aerodynamic characteristics indicate the importance of fixed transition flight testing as a standard procedure for any airplane which possesses long runs of proverse pressure gradient and smooth aerodynamic surfaces capable of supporting NLF. In addition, free transition flight testing methods should account for transition locations across all aerodynamic surfaces, using sublimating chemicals or another cost-effective technique.

Propeller Slipstream Effects

Past observations of the effect of the propeller slipstream on boundary-layer transition7,5,14,15,32,34,35 produced varying conclusions. The research reported in references 4, 5, and 34 concluded that the effect of the slipstream was to effectively move transition to the wing leading edge behind the propeller. In the case of Young's flight experiments, boundary-layer thickness, measured by a total pressure survey probe, was used to judge transition location; where the measured boundary-layer thickness exceeded the calculated laminar thickness, transition was assumed to have occurred. Young's reported transition near the leading edge on two different airplanes, Hood, using similar methods, reported similar results in wind-tunnel tests for a propeller mounted 20 percent chord in front of the wing leading edge. Concerns about the validity of these conclusions are discussed below.

Experiments reported in references 14, 15, and 35 gave evidence that the effect of the propeller slipstream might not be as detrimental as for Young's and Hood's tests. Wenzinger's tunnel experiments showed moderate effects of propeller slipstream on wake-probe measured section drag for an NACA 66 series NLF airfoil. Gallovic reported extensive laminar flow in the propeller slipstream during his flight experiments on the P-47 and P-51 airplanes. These latter flight experiments were the first to rely on detailed boundary-layer rake measurements to determine transition locations as indicated by large profile changes at transition.

Two of the recent flight experiments included observations and measurements of the laminar boundary layer in the slipstream on the configurations illustrated in figure 14. On the Rutan biplane
on the inboard portion of the aft wing immersed in the slipstream (see fig. 15), the chemical pattern in the propeller slipstream was similar to that outside the slipstream indicating transition at (x/c)ₜ = 61 percent.

Figure 14. Planviews of configurations used to study the effects of propeller slipstream on NLF.

Figure 15. Sublimating chemical visualization of the effect of propeller slipstream on transition on the Rutan Biplane Racer; Cₚ = 1.38 x 10⁶ ft⁻¹, Cₚ = 0.13, n = 2700 rpm.

During the Skyrocket experiments which followed, more detailed measurements were made in the propeller slipstream. Figures 5(b) and 5(d) show that transition as indicated by the chemical pattern moved forward on the upper surface from (x/c)ₜ = 42 percent outside the slipstream to (x/c)ₜ = 36 percent inside. On the lower surface transition moved forward by a similar increment. An interesting detail which was noted was the lack of any apparent effect of the propeller tip vortices on transition where they impinged on the wing. One possible explanation for the forward motion of chemical-indicated transition in the propeller wake is the effect of an increased disturbance environment in the propeller slipstream. These larger disturbances might amplify to transition earlier along the chord than the smaller disturbances outside the slipstream.

Time-averaged boundary-layer profiles were measured by rakes inside and outside the propeller slipstream with both free and fixed transition on the Skyrocket (see fig. 16). These measurements were made at s/c = 28.7 percent, Rₑ = 1.715 x 10⁶ ft⁻¹, M = 0.31, and n = 1800 rpm.

Figure 16. Effect of propeller slipstream on Skyrocket II boundary-layer profiles; s/c = 28.7 percent, n = 1800 rpm, Cₑ = 0.21.

Inside the slipstream the estimated unit Reynolds number was 1.778 x 10⁶ ft⁻¹ (using propeller momentum theory).

With free transition, figure 16 shows the thin laminar boundary layer outside the propeller slipstream where δ = 0.06 in.; inside, the profile has thickened to δ = 0.24 in. and the profile has changed, appearing more turbulent in shape. This rake was positioned in the slipstream at a chordwise position which was laminar as shown by sublimating chemical patterns. Thus, this thickened profile was not a turbulent one in the normal sense. To verify the shape and thickness of an actual turbulent profile at this position, transition was fixed in front of the rakes inside and outside the propeller slipstream. The resulting turbulent profiles are seen in figure 16 as the solid symbols. It is apparent that the effect of the propeller slipstream on time-averaged boundary-layer profile measurements is to create a shape which is turbulent in appearance and which is increased in thickness to near the actual turbulent boundary-layer thickness (δ = 0.28 in. for the solid symbols).

The early measurements by both Young and Hood, using boundary-layer thickness or profile shape as an indication of transition, thus may have produced misleading conclusions about the effect of propeller slipstream on laminar flow. If this is true then there may be no data in the literature which properly conclude that propeller slipstreams cause premature transition.

A possible explanation is offered for the "turbulent-appearing" time-averaged boundary-layer profile in the laminar region of the propeller slipstream. Perhaps the cyclic impingement in the boundary layer of the propeller-blade trailing-edge vortex-sheet causes small chordwise regions of transition which move downstream in a coherent fashion. Between these turbulent "packets", the boundary layer might be "normally" laminar. In time-averaged measurements, these locally cyclic transition regions might affect the profiles as shown in figure 16.

A complete understanding of the phenomena involved in laminar boundary layers immersed in propeller slipstreams will be useful in developing methods to predict transition and possibly reduce section drag in these regions. It appears possible that some level of laminar flow drag reduction may be realized in propeller slipstreams.
Sweep Effects

The two significant wing-geometry-related phenomena which can adversely affect laminar boundary layers on swept surfaces are crossflow instability and turbulent contamination of the leading-edge attachment line flow (or leading-edge contamination). The analysis of the present NLF flight data has not yet included detailed analytical stability analysis. Since no obvious crossflow instability was observed on the swept wings and winglets in the recent flight experiments, this discussion will center on leading-edge contamination.

A comparison between the recent flight data and the spanwise contamination criterion is presented in figure 17 for the VariEze and the Long-EZ.

--- TRANSITION FRONT
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Figure 17. Comparison of NLF flight data on swept surfaces with the spanwise contamination criterion. The spanwise contamination criterion is summarized in reference 36 as

\[ R_0 = 0.407 \frac{\sin \lambda}{\cos \lambda} \sqrt{\frac{R_x \cdot \epsilon_{i.e.}}{R_y}} \]  

where no spanwise contamination occurs for \( R_0 < 100 \), and depending on the surface conditions (roughness), there may be no spanwise contamination for \( R_0 < 240 \). For \( R_0 > 240 \), turbulent contamination from any source will freely propagate spanwise along the attachment line. On the swept main wings for both the VariEze (\( \lambda = 27^\circ \)) and the Long-EZ (\( \lambda = 23^\circ \)), the data in figure 17 show that \( R_0 = 100 \) has not been exceeded. The same was true for the winglets on both airplanes where \( R_0 < 45 \) for the VariEze and \( R_0 < 36 \) for the Long-EZ. On the swept strakes of both the VariEze (\( \lambda = 61^\circ \)) and the Long-EZ (\( \lambda = 51^\circ \)), \( R_0 \) exceeded 100; still, small regions of laminar flow were observed near the leading edges of both strakes. Perhaps the smoothness of the leading edges permits laminar flow with \( R_0 > 100 \). Alternately, relaminarization might have been responsible for the short laminar runs observed in the strakes. On the Long-EZ, on the very short strake strake (\( \lambda = 64^\circ \)) where \( R_0 = 240 \), no laminar flow was recorded by the chemical pattern. At the leading-edge break between \( \lambda = 64^\circ \) and \( \lambda = 51^\circ \), the leading-edge contamination from the 64° swept region was not observed to propagate onto the 51° swept region in spite of 148 < \( R_0 < 127 \) for this region (see fig. 17(b)).

On the Learjet wing (\( \lambda = 17^\circ \)), \( R_0 = 100 \) was not exceeded in spite of the extremely high unit Reynolds number during the tests24. On the Learjet winglet, where \( R_0 \) varied from 151 at the root to 75 at the tip during the tests, it could not be ascertained whether spanwise contamination was present on the portions of the winglet which were turbulent. This uncertainty was due to excessive roughness in the form of screw heads which caused transition in some regions of the leading edge.

Even if spanwise contamination was present at the test condition where \( R_0 = 3.08 \times 10^6 \) ft\(^{-1} \), at typical cruise where \( R_0 = 0.87 \times 10^6 \) ft\(^{-1} \), the values of \( R_0 \) would drop to 80 at the winglet root and 40 at the tip, thus ensuring no spanwise contamination. In fact, at the Learjet cruise unit Reynolds number given above, on a surface swept 40°, the leading-edge radius could be as large as 1 1/2 in. and still keep \( R_0 < 100 \) for no spanwise contamination.

This observation implies that, in general, on certain relatively large lifting surfaces, spanwise contamination at high altitude cruise may not be a serious concern. On the Gulfstream American GII/G airplane, for example (chosen for its large size in the business jet class), at 45,000 ft, \( M = 0.85 \) cruise, \( R_0 \) varies from 80 at the wing root to 68 at the tip, precluding spanwise contamination. As a final example of operations below the spanwise contamination criterion, \( R_0 \) for the DC-10 winglet varies from 64 at the root to 40 at the tip for \( M = 0.82 \), 35,000 ft cruise. The unit Reynolds number of about 1.9 \( \times 10^6 \) ft\(^{-1} \), the waviness requirements for a DC-10 winglet surface appear attainable.

Based on these observations, it appears that for certain important potential applications, spanwise contamination need not be a concern for relatively large lifting surfaces. Of course, the final design of a swept NLF surface will also be strongly influenced by crossflow stability considerations.

Insect Debris Contamination

The effect of contamination of NLF wings by insect debris is an important consideration in NLF airfoil design as well as in the operation of airplanes with laminar flow wings. These considerations, as well as insect population characteristics, are discussed in some detail in the literature18–44. In practice, the seriousness of insect debris contamination will likely be dependent on airplane mission characteristics. On business airplanes for example, it may be reasonable to expect an airplane operator to wipe the wing leading edge clean as part of the normal walk-around pre-flight inspection. In an intensive utilization mission, as with commuter airliners for example, ground turn-around times may not allow for leading-edge cleaning between frequent landings. Also, for very large airplanes, pre-flight cleaning of leading edges appears impractical. In these latter cases, active methods of insect protection such as porous, fluid-exuding leading edges may serve the purposes of both insect and ice protection (see fig. 18). The ice protection performance features of such systems are discussed in reference 45, and the ability of wetted leading edges to protect against insect
Debris contamination is discussed in references 46 and 47.

During the Skyrocket tests, a 2.2-hour flight was conducted at less than 500 ft above ground level at $V_c = 178$ knots to collect a sample insect debris contamination pattern and to distinguish by chemical sublimation between which insect strikes caused transition (supercritical) and which did not (subcritical). This flight was conducted in late March after several weeks of warm weather in the Tidewater region of Virginia between 1430 and 1630 Eastern Standard Time. Figure 19 depicts the heights and positions of the insects collected along the span of the right wing and figure 5(b) shows the lower surface insect debris contamination wedges for this flight.

The supercritical insect strikes shown are conservative in that the unit Reynolds number during the sea level test ($R_x = 1.9 \times 10^6$ ft$^{-1}$) was about 25 percent greater than a typical 25,000 ft cruise value ($R_x = 1.4 \times 10^6$ ft$^{-1}$). Thus, some of the insects which were supercritical at low altitudes would become subcritical at cruise altitudes.

The sample insect contamination data presented here serve to illustrate a certain inherent level of insensitivity of this particular combination of airfoil geometry and operating conditions to insect contamination. Examples of varying sensitivity of different airfoil geometries to insect contamination effects are presented in reference 44. It is important to recognize that while sufficient insect contamination can seriously degrade airplane performance, the occurrence of serious contamination levels will be infrequent for many combinations of place, time of day, time of year, airfoil geometry, and mission profiles.

**Implications of Results**

These recent in-flight observations of extensive regions of NLF in the favorable pressure gradient regions on several smooth, production-quality airframes have led to a new appreciation of the operational feasibility of obtaining NLF on certain modern practical airplane surfaces. The flight experiments were conducted on eight different airplanes, including both propeller- and turbojet-powered configurations and airframes constructed of aluminum or composites. The significant factor distinguishing these recent flight experiments from those of the 1930's and 1940's is the difference in pre-flight preparation of the surfaces tested. The recent experiments were conducted on surfaces which received (with noted exception) no contour or surface waviness modifications for NLF considerations. Transition Reynolds numbers ranged between 1 and 5 million for the propeller-driven airplanes, and exceeded 11 million for the business jet tested.

One of the objectives of the recent experiments was to determine the maximum Reynolds number range where the smoothness of modern practical airframe construction techniques will fail to meet NLF requirements in favorable pressure gradients. Based on the experimental results to date, it appears that NLF may be practical on modern production surfaces (with little sweep) for transition Reynolds numbers greater than 11 million. The absolute upper limit remains to be determined.

For several of the airplanes tested, comparisons were made between measured and allowable surface waviness. These comparisons showed, in general, that while the surfaces tested were not wave-free, the margin between actual and allowable waviness was favorable and significant.

Flight-measured wing profile drag for an NACA 633-215 airfoil on one of the composite airplanes tested showed excellent agreement with wind-tunnel data. The effects of fixed transition on aerodynamic characteristics of several airplanes was
measured. The results in all cases showed dramatic changes in performance and in some cases changes in stability and control characteristics. For the Bellanca Skyrocket II, cruise range is increased by 25 percent as a benefit of laminar flow. These large effects of laminar flow on airplane aerodynamic characteristics indicate the importance of conducting fixed and free transition flight testing as a standard procedure for airplanes with adverse pressure gradients on surfaces smooth enough to allow laminar flow. This practice holds the potential for greatly improving correlation between analysis, tunnel, and flight data.

Measurement of boundary-layer transition and profiles on the wing inside the propeller slipstream on the Skyrocket indicates extensive laminar flow in this region. The data also provides information which results in a better understanding of the effects of propeller slipstream on laminar boundary layers. A thickened, "turbulent-appearing" boundary-layer profile was measured (in a time-averaged sense) in the laminar boundary-layer region of the wing in the propeller slipstream. These recent observations suggest that previous conclusions about the loss of laminar flow in propeller slipstreams may be incorrect, since some of the early experiments mistakenly depended on time-average-measured boundary-layer thickness or shape as an indication of transition. A possible explanation for the boundary-layer profiles observed in the propeller slipstream on the Skyrocket wing was given. The implications of these observations is that the section drag increase associated with the transition changes in propeller slipstreams may not be as large as that for fixed leading-edge transition. Thus, NLF airfoils may provide drag reduction benefits, even on multi-engine configurations with wing-mounted tractor engines.

The effect of wing sweep on potential leading-edge contamination was analyzed for several of the surfaces tested in flight. The results were in general agreement with a previously established empirical criterion and no obvious leading-edge contamination was observed. The experiments conducted tended to be at higher values of unit Reynolds number relative to typical cruise values. For certain relatively large lifting surfaces, business jet wings, and transport winglets, for example, spanwise contamination at cruise may not be a significant concern. Crossflow instability is probably the principal NLF design concern for this class of swept surfaces.

Based on the recent NLF test results, maximizing the amount of laminar flow on winglets appears very promising. Past winglet applications have made frequent use of modified airfoils from the LS(1) family (formerly GA(W) family). One of the factors favoring these airfoils is their desirable maximum section lift characteristics. There are two important results from recent research which should be considered in the design of future winglet airfoil sections. The first of these recent occurrences is the apparent practicality of NLF at large values of transition Reynolds number, and the second is the recent demonstration of the ability to design NLF airfoils with the same desirable values of high maximum lift characteristics as obtained on the earlier low-speed turbulent flow airfoils.

In light of these two results, the design of special NLF airfoils for winglets should be considered.

The design constraints for a winglet NLF airfoil are considerably different than for a wing. On a wing, the extent of laminar flow that can be designed into the airfoil is limited by pressure recovery considerations for the fully turbulent case where separation may be a problem. The same concern may not be as important for a winglet airfoil because of the relatively small effect on airplane aerodynamics due to any separation which might occasionally exist on the NLF winglet in the fully turbulent case. Thus, instead of limiting the laminar boundary-layer runs to 40 to 50 percent chord as is practical for many wing airfoils, a winglet NLF airfoil might safely support much more laminar flow. The size of the penalty for some separation in the fully turbulent case would limit the lengths of laminar runs sought. Maximum allowable pitching moment for an NLF winglet airfoil would likely be greater than for a wing since the winglet pitching-moment loads would be reacted near the horizontal plane, and therefore, with minimized weight penalty. In addition, with no control surfaces on a winglet, aft loading due to large camber is less constrained. Thus, long laminar boundary-layer runs can be sought while maintaining the flexibility in camber constraints to meet high-lift requirements.

The potential benefit of tailoring a winglet airfoil for maximum feasible laminar boundary-layer runs results from the smaller profile drag losses the winglet must overcome to produce a net gain. With sufficiently low winglet profile drag, the lift coefficient at which drag polar crossover occurs (winglets off versus on) may be outside of the flight envelope. A winglet with these characteristics would provide net performance gains throughout an airplane flight envelope.

For a sample insect debris contamination pattern collected on an NACA 6 series airfoil, only one-fourth of the insect strikes were of supercritical height, causing transition at their locations of impact. Further studies are warranted on the combinations of airfoil geometries and mission profiles which would minimize the sensitivity to serious levels of insect debris contamination. Wind-tunnel, icing tunnel, and flight experiments are planned by NASA on active systems for the protection of NLF wings against insect or ice accumulation. Such systems may be attractive for missions which allow little time between frequent landings for manual cleaning of the wing (commuter airliners, for example).

Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the observations and measurements of boundary-layer characteristics on several modern smooth airframe surfaces:

1. The feasibility of obtaining NLF in favorable pressure gradients on certain modern practical airplane surfaces has been demonstrated for transition Reynolds numbers up to about 11 million.

2. Significant effects of laminar flow on airplane aerodynamics were measured by comparing
free- and fixed-transition test results. These large effects signify the importance of conducting fixed- and free-transition flight testing as a standard procedure for airplanes with proverse pressure gradients on surfaces smooth enough for laminar flow.

3. Significant regions of laminar flow were observed in propeller slipstreams.

4. No obvious premature transition was observed which could be attributed to excessive waviness. Conservative correlation was observed between empirically predicted allowable and actual waviness on the surfaces tested.

5. For a simple insect debris contamination pattern, only one-fourth of the insect strikes caused transition.

6. Fair correlation was observed between laminar flow observations on swept-wing leading edges and an empirical criterion for spanwise contamination.
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